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Located at the corner of Lucerne Road and  
Glengarry Avenue, Daoust Park has been looking  

greener and more contemporary since the summer  
of 2017. The successful transformation of this public  
space was celebrated with the Daoust descendants.

The increasingly residential Bates/Ekers  
neighbourhood is about to become greener.  

First to arrive is a new green space, which will be  
followed by other horticultural projects, all aimed  

at meeting residents’ expectations.

In 2017, the Reginald J. P. Dawson Library  
sported colours from 1967 for its traditional  

breakfast during the Québec Public Library Week,  
as the institution turned 50.
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Mayor’s message

MAJOR PROJECTS THAT ELECTRIFY  
AND GROW US
Last fall during the few weeks of campaigning that preceded 
November’s municipal election, the future construction of a sports 
and community centre in Mount Royal was on nearly everyone’s 
lips. Admittedly, the subject was fresh in residents’ memory: the 
year before, the project was extensively discussed during a public 
consultation process. It was also broached at Council meetings 
on several occasions around the same time. And it is not like the 
proposal, which has been put forward at various points over the 
last 25 years, is new. In 2017, voters could hardly ignore it.

What Townies told us in 2016 and what they reiterated a few 
months ago can be expressed in a single sentence: yes, the proposed 
sports and community centre is necessary and achievable as well 
as positive for the community. Council has taken note and is 
committed to moving ahead with the project while also bearing in 
mind residents’ ability to pay for it.

The Town has already set aside $10 million to cover the project’s 
costs. At the same time, a new grant application, this time 
submitted under the provincial government’s Programme de 
soutien aux installations sportives et récréatives - Phase IV, 
leads us to believe that we may finally succeed in obtaining a very 
welcome grant.

Other projects—ones that are not ours but will still affect us—
will also take shape in the coming years. The Réseau électrique 
métropolitain (REM), the ambitious electric train project that 

will connect us to the metro system, the major universities and  
Pierre Elliott Trudeau airport, is one of them. The no-less-
ambitious Royalmount project, with its performance spaces and 
upmarket stores, is another. Until these two large-scale projects 
are built, the Town councillors will make every effort to ensure 
they are in every way consistent with the Town’s best interests.

At the very centre of our green town, in the heart of Town centre, 
is Connaught Park. We hope, perhaps as soon as this year, to begin 
consulting with Townies about possible improvements to this 
large green space. The idea is not to start over—quite the opposite, 
in fact—but to take stock of our assets, show pride in our heritage 
and consider how best to improve this park while also protecting 
the various features that are the source of its charm. During the 
election campaign, we were asked to create more meeting places, 
a livelier atmosphere and a more pedestrian-friendly environment 
in Town centre. Our wonderful Connaught Park will surely be part 
of the solution.

To each and every one of you, happy winter!

Philippe Roy, Mayor
philippe.roy@town.mount-royal.qc.ca 

 @PhilippeRoy_VMR

REGULAR MEETINGS OF THE  
MOUNT ROYAL TOWN COUNCIL  
2018 CALENDAR
The Town of Mount Royal Council Meeting is held each month,  
on a Monday. The meetings take place at 19:00, at the Elizabeth Salon  
at Town Hall, located at 90 Roosevelt Avenue.

Past Council meetings can be listened to online. Recorded in audio  
format, the meetings are posted on the Town’s YouTube channel:   
www.youtube.com/user/youtown001.

 January 22 February 19 March 26 April 23    

 May 28  June 18 July 16 August 20 

 September 17 October 22 November 19 December 17
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DEBTS AND RESERVES
The issue of Town of Mount Royal’s long-term debt and reserves has come up several times 
in the past few months. In this article, I will try to outline the principles we follow on Town 
Council. Please note that when talking about “reserves” and “surpluses,” I am using the 
terms interchangeably. For background purposes, long-term debt and surpluses were in 
balance at $29 million in December 2016. The equivalent figures for 2017 were not available 
at the time of writing.

2018, A YEAR OF INVOLVEMENT
Another page has been turned and now is the time for thinking about the future and our 
commitments. First, I want to thank you not only for taking part in the municipal election 
but also for the support you showed us throughout the campaign. Of course, my warmest 
thanks go to the citizens of district 2, who have entrusted me with great responsibilities  
for the coming years.

When the Town incurs long-term debt to 
finance infrastructure projects, we do so 
with the intent of writing off the asset over 
its anticipated life. For instance, roads and 
sidewalks have an estimated life of 20 to 
25 years, so the loans we make are paid 
back over that period of time. This is good 
accounting practice, as current and future 
residents will use these assets for many years 
and will share in the costs of repaying the 
loan. Over the past few years, interest rates 
have been quite low, making this approach 
very attractive.

Surpluses are incurred when a city’s annual 
financial operations have revenues that 
exceed expenses or when we have borrowed 
money to pay for capital projects but have yet 
have to receive all the contractors’ bills. The 
Quebec government handles the loans for 
all municipalities and we have to meet their 
schedule as to when loan tenders are called. 

When a reserve is established, it is done for 
a specific purpose (for example, the sports 
and community complex). This money comes 
mainly from year-end operating surpluses.

However you look at TMR’s operating 
statements, the community is in a solid 
financial position. We take a conservative 
approach to managing the Town with an eye 
to the future. This principle has been used in 
past years and has worked to our advantage. 
By following it, we are doing our best to avoid 
wide swings in municipal mil rates, which 
ultimately are your taxes

John Miller 
Councillor, District 4 
john.miller@town.mount-royal.qc.ca

With the rollout of many projects, in particular ones focused 
on family services, 2018 is looking to be a pivotal year. It will 
be a year marked by varied achievements, such as enhancing 
security in several neighbourhoods and enforcing speed limits 
on residential streets. The Town also plans to upgrade its main 
public spaces by, among other things, redesigning its largest 
parks to make them more welcoming, accessible and safe.

Mount Royal continues to be a centre of excellence in social 
services and remains committed to community involvement, 
in particular with seniors in order to promote their autonomy 
and contentment. The Town has recently restructured its 
community support services. A new social counsellor, namely 
Meagan Reinish, has been tasked with reviewing our programs 
to enable us to offer even more personalized service to the 
elderly. The plan isn’t to withdraw services but rather to  
expand them.

We know that a very large majority of our seniors want to 
continue living at home as long as possible, and several services 
we provide help them do just that. In Mount Royal, growing older 
at home remains a personal and emotional decision. Ms. Reinish 
understands this and will explore a range of solutions. While other 
resources are also available, including the Russell Residence for 
autonomous seniors and the Volunteer Centre, the Town has  
a role to play, a role it takes seriously.

Ms. Reinish will also focus time and energy on young people.  
That said, our resource person is counting on local involvement  
and encourages residents who would like to volunteer to contact 
her. You can read more about doing so on page 6 of this magazine.

Minh-Diem Le Thi 
Councillor, District 2 
minh-diem.lethi@town.mount-royal.qc.ca
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VOUS N’ÊTES PAS  
ENCORE INSCRIT AU CARNET 
D’IDENTIFICATION MÉDICALE ?

Michelle Setlakwe

Councillor, District No. 5
( 514 734-2914 (office) 
Fax: 514 734-3072 (office)
michelle.setlakwe@town.mount-royal.qc.ca

Joseph Daoura

Councillor, District No. 1 
( 514 734-2914 (office) 
Fax: 514 734-3072 (office) 
joseph.daoura@town.mount-royal.qc.ca

Erin Kennedy

Councillor, District No. 3 
( 514 345-9336 (home)  
Fax: 514 345-9336 (home) 
erin.kennedy@town.mount-royal.qc.ca

John Miller

Councillor, District No. 4
( 514 738-7155 (home)  
Fax: 514 734-3072 (office)
john.miller@town.mount-royal.qc.ca

Jonathan H. Lang

Councillor, District No. 6
( 514 734-2914 (office)
Fax: 514 734-3072 (office)
jonathan.lang@town.mount-royal.qc.ca

Minh-Diem Le Thi 

Councillor, District No. 2 
( 514 734-2914 (office)  
Fax: 514 734-3072 (office) 
minh-diem.lethi@town.mount-royal.qc.ca

Philippe Roy

Mayor 
( 514 734-2914 (office) 
Fax: 514 734-3072 (office) 
philippe.roy@town.mount-royal.qc.ca

WORKING TOGETHER  
TO BETTER SERVE YOU

YOUR MOUNT ROYAL  
TOWN COUNCIL
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A surge in break-ins, home burglaries and thefts 
from cars caused some concern in Mount Royal 
in 2017. Working closely with the Montreal 
police department (SPVM) and Public Security 
personnel, Council quickly took action and the 
number of thefts dropped significantly in only a 
few weeks.

Among the various measures implemented, the Public 
Security Department prepared two folders on home 
burglaries and theft from cars. Both folders are filled  
with useful tips and have been sent to all Town of  
Mount Royal addresses.

As announced last fall, Public Security will hold a series  
of neighbourhood meetings in 2018 to discuss with 
residents burglary issues specific to their immediate  
area. What’s more, greater emphasis will be placed on 
home visits with inspections and personalized advice  
on protecting against theft. 

It should be noted that home visits are already offered 
to residents. This service is free, as is our home watch 
program during extended absences. Both services can  
be reserved by calling—not emailing—Public Security  
at 514 734-4666, day or night.

VOLUNTEER  
IN SUPPORT   
of the Mount Royal 
community! 
Do you have a few free hours each week and want to make 
a difference to your community? Our various community 
support services rely on the involvement of volunteers to  
carry out their mission. These services are confidential,  
free and offered to all Town of Mount Royal residents.

A wide range of volunteer opportunities are available.  
Our social counsellor will guide you through the process  
and help determine the kind of participation best suited to 
your preferences, skills and availability. Needs are greatest  
on weekday mornings. Choose from among our programs:

•  Daily Hello: volunteers make a daily call to citizens—often 
seniors—who have signed up for the program and live alone 
or don’t have family nearby. The call provides a feeling of 
comfort and security.

•  Meals on Wheels: meals are prepared and delivered  
twice weekly to residents who need them.

•  A companioning program and opportunities for  
volunteering with young people are currently being 
developed.

Contact social counsellor Meagan Reinish at  
514 734-2937. She will be pleased to match your  
interests with the needs of the Recreation, Culture  
and Community Activities Department.

Of all the users of the road, pedestrians remain the most 
vulnerable. That is why protection measures were put in  
place last fall: to increase pedestrian safety. The crosswalks 
located in front of the Country Club and at the intersection  
of Lombard Crescent and Laird Boulevard are now equipped 
with flashing signs. When activated by pedestrians, the 
signs catch drivers’ attention and prompt them to look at 
the crossing. Hanging banners and ads published in local 
newspapers are additional awareness measures that have  
been taken to encourage drivers to comply with road signage 
and observe speed limits.

PLEASE STOP!

PUBLIC SECURITY: 
AGENTS ON THE BEAT
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As I write these lines, the Town’s 2018 budget has not yet been tabled. Under the 
law, the deadline for tabling the municipal budget for the year after an election 
can be pushed into January if necessary. As Montreal has decided to do exactly 
that, Mount Royal has no choice but to postpone finalizing our budget until we 
have learned the amount of the aliquot share we will be required to pay.

While we still don’t know the specific amounts of each 
budget item, we do know the broad lines, and I’d like  
to give you a brief overview.

Since the fall, the Town’s Economic Development Division 
has had a new resource person: a head of Economic and 
Business Development now looks after all the needs  
of businesses in the Town and does so from an urban  
planning perspective. From the outset, special emphasis  
will be placed on revitalizing Town centre.

For its part, our Public Security Department is continuing  
its redevelopment. An increase in personnel is planned, 
as is the addition of programs, in particular to continue 
addressing the surge in home burglaries seen last year.  
I encourage you to read more about this on page 6.

Our Urban Planning and Inspection Department is  
expected to grow in 2018. Mount Royal’s construction  
and renovation boom is continuing and, faced with the 
number of applications, the Town is seeking to improve  
its permit-issuing services. 

A BRIEF LOOK AT  
THE YEAR TO COME

YOUR TAX BILL,   
NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE
Like many utilities and companies that have fully embraced the 
trend for their bills and statements of account, Mount Royal is 
now offering Townies the option of receiving and viewing their 
tax bill online. And as is done at Hydro-Québec and elsewhere, 
once you choose to receive your municipal tax bill online, you 
will no longer be sent a print copy.

To facilitate the process, residents will manage their tax accounts using the same 
website used for registering online for recreational activities. The same identifiers 
and password are used at the address mon.accescite.net/66072/en-ca. 

If you don’t already have an account on the site, 
don’t worry. It is easy to create one. Click the Tax 
Accounts tab and identify your property using the 
information found on your printed tax bill:

• Registration number (roll number) 
• Invoice number 
• 1st payment

After entering the above information, check the  
“I agree to receive my tax bill only online” box  
and kiss paper tax bills goodbye!

Council has renewed its focus on culture for some time now. Over the next three 
years, cultural activities will benefit from an agreement with the Quebec department 
of culture and communications. In addition to the cultural initiatives that Mount 
Royal would take anyway, the Town has received a $150,000 special projects grant. 
The grant is to be spread over three years, meaning $50,000 will be disbursed each 
year. Under the agreement, the Town will invest one dollar for each dollar received, 
effectively doubling the amount. And while on the topic of culture, we are pleased  
to announce that the Classica Festival will be returning this spring. 

Lastly, having been reviewed and improved a few years ago, our road and green 
space maintenance services will undergo a similar process again this year. In 
contrast to the special cultural projects, the focus here will be on the care to be  
given to our garden city on a continuous basis, the goal being to preserve the  
Town’s quality and character for many years to come.

To one and all, on behalf of all the Town’s personnel, I wish you a most  
enjoyable winter.

Ava Couch, Town Manager 
townmanager@town.mount-royal.qc.ca
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OUR SNOW REMOVAL  
BY-LAW
Under By-law No. 1432 on Snow Removal, shovelling, 
plowing or blowing snow onto streets and sidewalks 
is illegal. If you hire a snow clearing contractor, you 
are responsible for informing him of this. In addition, 
the contractor must obtain a permit from the Town and 
place at least one post on which his name and telephone 
number are clearly visible in all locations where he 
operates. This post must be placed at a distance of  
at least 2 metres from the sidewalk and be installed 
before November 15.
Any snow clearing contractor caught violating the By-Law will immediately 
be issued, at least, a 300 $ ticket. However, if it is clear that the snow 
dumped on the street is from a specific address but that the contractor is 
no longer on site, the ticket will be issued to the name and address of the 
owner. Don’t forget that dumping snow on a fire hydrant is also prohibited.

Help us keep the Town’s streets and sidewalks free of snow!

THE CURLING CLUB RECEIVES 
MAJOR FINANCIAL SUPPORT
On December 18, Town of Mount Royal Curling Club announced that the MEE 
(Quebec Department of Higher Education) would be providing it with funding to 
be used to replace its refrigeration system. More than $350,000 will be allocated 
to the club through the Programme de soutien pour le remplacement ou la 
modification des systèmes de réfrigération fonctionnant aux gaz R-12 ou R-22.

Constructed in 1952, the club building has six curling sheets, which are 
available eight months a year. Besides the weekly leagues, the facility also 
hosts larger-scale competitions. Its primary cooling circuit has long used R-22 
(chlorodifluoromethane) while the secondary cooling circuit for the sheet surface 
uses gylcolated water (35% ethylene glycol). The government funding will enable 
the club to switch to ammonia as the refrigerant fluid, install heat-recovery 
devices and bring the machine room up to standards. This, in turn, will reduce 
the club’s energy consumption and environmental footprint, a particularly fitting 
initiative in this garden city.

SNOW REMOVAL:   
 WASTE AND RECYCLING 
BINS ON COLLECTION 
DATES
Make sure household waste and recycling bins don’t 
interfere with snow removal operations. 

During snow removal operations, particularly on 
collection days for household waste and recyclable 
materials, many residents leave their containers on 
the sidewalk or on the edge of the street. In fact, they 
should be left on your property, next to the entrance. 
Blocking a snowplow’s path delays the snow removal 
operations and increases the risk of collision.

Reminder: Under sections 25 and 28 of By-law 
No. 1358 and section 46 of By-law No. 1380, 
placing any object (waste or container) on a 
public way, including streets and sidewalks,  
is strictly prohibited.

Information: 514 734-4666,  
Mount Royal Public Security

Get out your tuque and mittens! On Sunday, February 11, 
the whole family will have fun outdoors. From 13:00 to 
16:00, come to Connaught Park and take advantage of a 
multitude of activities for big and small alike. Held only 
minutes away from your home, this daytime fest is a  
perfect opportunity for celebrating the winter season.

• Winter games for the whole family
• Inflatable games
• Clowns and balloon artists
• Public skating
• Hot chocolate
• Campfire
• Free skating lessons
• Ice sculptures

WINTER 
FAMILY FUN
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LIKE TOWN HALL, 
THE GOLDEN BOOK 
CELEBRATES ITS 
70TH ANNIVERSARY  
IN 2018
Do you know about Town of Mount Royal’s 

golden book? Used sparingly and reserved 

for major events, though not exclusively for 

dignitaries, the golden book can be seen and 

consulted on only a handful of occasions 

during the year. In every case, its presence is 

a sign of the prestige or historical importance 

attached to a Town activity.

Not long ago, after last fall’s general election, the golden book was part of the swearing-
in ceremony for the newly elected councillors. A few weeks before that, it received 
the signatures of the guests at the inauguration of the outdoor mural of the Library’s 
youth section, created in collaboration with MU and Les Hommes de Lettres. It is 
also brought out each year for the Golden Club celebration, at which notable wedding 
anniversaries and birthdays are marked at Town Hall.

The golden book was born in October 1948, when its pages were signed for the first 
time at the unveiling of the cenotaph in what would become Peace Park. While it was 
only later that the book took the form of a large tome, its very first pages, set out on 
a table, already contained valued signatures preserved on paper for this ceremonial 
event. The following month, still in the form of unbound sheets, the future golden book 
was present at the inauguration of Town Hall. Then-mayor Richard Earle Schofield 
and his wife Isabel hosted the ceremony, which was attended by Montreal mayor 
Camillien Houde and many other distinguished guests.

At this point in its life, Mount Royal’s golden book is only two-thirds full. If you 
encounter it, be sure to add your own signature. Your name will appear alongside 
those of persons who have made a lasting mark not only on the Town’s history but also 
on Quebec, Canadian and even global politics.

A celebratory mood always reigns when the new iteration  
of the Townschool Council is welcomed to Town Hall for  
the first time.

Elected in their respective primary schools, 12 sixth-year 
students began their term in office in November with a 
proper swearing-in ceremony. They then attended the first 
of their monthly meetings with mayor Philippe Roy and 
councillor Michelle Setlakwe. By the end of the school year, 
they will have gained hands-on experience with municipal 
democracy and worked on a project important for  
the community.

This year, the members of the sixth edition of the Townschool 
Council, who represent the Académie Saint-Clément and 
Carlyle and Dunrae Gardens schools, will focus on public art 
and, more specifically, on an urban letter sculpture.

Isabel Schofield watches Georgianna Houde, spouse of Montreal mayor Camillien Houde, sign the 
future golden book (1948).

TOWNSCHOOL COUNCIL:   
THE GARDEN CITY IN LETTERS

STAY CONNECTED TO YOUR TOWN

www.town.mount-royal.qc.ca 
info@town.mount-royal.qc.cawww.govillemo.ca 

Register any time, night or day at   
www.town.mount-royal.qc.ca

Facebook.com/ 
townofmountroyal

Pinterest.com/ 
bibliovmr

Instagram @vmr_tmr
We love your photo, we share it! 
Use #tmr
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TWO MURALS BRIGHTEN 
THE YOUTH SECTION OF THE  

REGINALD J. P. DAWSON LIBRARY

USING THE WEB TO BRING 
PUBLIC ART 
CLOSER

Outdoor mural by Les Hommes de Lettres 
Also last fall, the library celebrated the completion of an outdoor mural in 
one of the youth section’s courtyards. Created by Les Hommes de Lettres, a 
collective that specializes in typographic murals, the work incorporates the 
Latin saying Sapere aude, meaning “dare to know.” The mural was inspired by 
an activity that took place on May 30, 2017. Its background features excerpts 
from books popular with young readers, who suggested the authors and titles. 
This new addition to the Town’s public art collection, commissioned as part of 
the municipal library’s 50th anniversary celebrations, is a collaboration with 
MU, an organization dedicated to mural creation.

Indoor mural by Jacques Goldstyn 
Since September, the main staircase of the youth section of the  
Reginald J. P. Dawson Library has been embellished with a fresco  
created as part of the Journées de la culture. The indoor mural by author, 
illustrator and comic book artist Jacques Goldstyn is full of the colourful 
and friendly characters that are Mr. Goldstyn’s stock and trade. Driven by 
an inexhaustible creativity, the artist works closely with the library’s youth 
section and masterfully incorporates allusions to daily life in his illustrations, 
including the ones in this mural. Unveiled on October 1 at a ceremony 
attended by residents and Town councillors, the work not only looks terrific, 
it also inspires joy.

In effect for about a decade now and  
renewed periodically, the Entente sur le 
développement culturel de Montréal, a  
cultural development agreement, has an   
access-to-culture component. This has led to  
the creation of the artpublicmontreal.ca  
website, an initiative on which Tourisme 
Montréal and the city of Montreal’s Bureau  
d’art public, among others, are collaborating.

As part of an unprecedented outreach program, 
the idea is to put online all the public-accessible 
outdoor artworks found on the Island of 
Montreal, from tip to tip and shore to shore. 
Depending on the locations of the artworks  
and other factors, tours may be offered as  
a way of encouraging in-person visits.

Mount Royal can take pride in the initiatives  
it has taken over the last ten years or so to give 
public art a bigger presence in the Town. It is as 
a partner that the Town was approached to share 
the public artworks that increasingly adorn its 
public spaces on the Art Public Montréal website. 

While authorization must be granted by the 
professional artists concerned, four artworks 
from the Town collection have already been 
selected for the first series of additions to  
the platform: 
•  Man and His Community  

by Anachar Basbous, 2010
•  Dedication to the Olympic Ideals  

by Praxitelis Tzanoulinos, 2013
• Mother and Child by Anne Kahane, 1959 
• //\\//\\ by Ilana Pichon, 2015

The artpublicmontreal.ca website already has 
several partners and can now be visited.
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Portrait of a local artist

VÉRONIQUE BESANÇON
Born in France but coming from stock seemingly destined for adventure, Véronique Besançon one day  
found herself in Montreal, where she put down roots. That was more than 20 years ago. A member of  

Art Mont-Royal/TRAM for the last five years, the artist paints at home, in a studio in Petite-Patrie,  
using an unusual technique that combines pen and brush.

ART IN ALL ITS FORMS

Before turning to the visual arts, Véronique Besançon devoted 
herself to contemporary dance, in Paris, until amorous relationships 
put her feet back on the ground in the south of France. In 
Montpellier and then Avignon, she dabbled in amateur theatre and, 
inspired by François Bon, automatic writing, which she developed 
into a way of helping at-risk young people.

It was only gradually and without any formal training that painting 
became part of her life. Inspiration initially came in the form of a 
scene by Constantin Brâncuși on the front of a postcard. This set her 
to dreaming about colours and to reproducing, in her spare time, 
paintings by Pablo Picasso, Marc Chagall, Eugène Delacroix and the 
Fauvist Kees van Dongen. Around the same time, in the 1990s, a 
media design internship brought her to Montreal, just as the World 
Wide Web was beginning to be adopted by the general public.

PAINTING TODAY

Véronique Besançon has significantly developed as a painter since 
arriving in Quebec. She switched from oil to acrylic and soon gave 
up copying while continuing to refine her personal style. Today she 
mixes her own colours to better control their intensity and texture. 
She works mainly in bright hues: her palette is rooted in Morocco or, 
more broadly, the Mediterranean but also in Slavic visual traditions. 
On the surface, it is a long family line—a history of happily mixed 
roots—that expresses itself in her paintings. However, behind the 
joyful profusion of colours lies a strong social conscience.

Véronique Besançon has a great feeling for human dignity. She is 
particularly interested in the marginalized and outcast, who are 
less well represented in the pictorial tradition. In 2010, after her 
first exhibit, she turned over the proceeds to a physician to help 
construct a hospital for the underprivileged in India. In recent years, 
the themes developed by the artist find their source in causes such 
as the anti-austerity movement in Europe and the “maple spring” 
in Quebec. In Mount Royal, in the Council chamber, her two 2015 
paintings are from the “SelfieDeToi” series.

Interestingly, Véronique Besançon retains from her past a  
reliance on writing in her creative process. Affected by a cause  
or a social movement, she starts by writing poems. Transcribed  
on the canvas, a poem becomes the initial inspiration for an 
interplay between intense colours and gestural freedom that,  
bit by bit, gives a meaning to the painting, a meaning eventually 
underscored with pastels. The artist allows herself to be  
surprised and a structure emerges without the outcome  
being known beforehand. 

For Véronique, an involved woman, painting is a kind of testimony. 
It becomes a way of saying what is unsaid, what is overlooked, what 
the dominant narrative does not make time or place for. A thought 
of Marshall B. Rosenberg resonates with her: “Words are windows 
or they’re walls.” Transmuted in painting, the words of Véronique 
Besançon are so many wonderful windows.

WHERE TO FIND VÉRONIQUE BESANÇON

Clearly comfortable with technology, 
the painter maintains a well-filled 
website that includes links to 
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram: 
www.veroniquebesancon.com. Her 
studio can be visited by appointment. 
She exhibits her works with, among 
others, Art Mont-Royal/TRAM and 
she took part in last December’s Art 
Show. Her paintings will be shown at 
the Vues d’Afrique festival in March 
and at the Âme Art gallery on Park 
Avenue in May. A full listing of local 
and more distant galleries where her 
works can be seen will be found  
on her website.
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WATERCOLOUR,  
PHOTOGRAPHY, 
ACRYLIC   
AND SCULPTURE

Visit artmontroyal.org to learn more  

about their activities!

ArtMont-Royal (TRAM)

PHOTOGRAPHY

ACRYLIC, OIL, WATERCOLOUR, DRAWING AND SCULPTURE

3rd HONOURABLE MENTION    
VLADIMIR MIDVICHI
Chawan - (watercolour)

2nd PRIZE 
LUCIE BERNARD
Bridge from Manhattan - (watercolour)

SPONSORS CHOICE 
NORMA AKKELIAN
Picnic on a Sunny Day - (acrylic)

2nd HONOURABLE MENTION  
RAYMOND BARBEAU
La courte mèche - (sculpture)

MENTION 
HÉLÈNE MAN

Petites fleurs - (photography)

1st PRIZE
ANDRÉE DE SÈVE
Soleterre -  (watercolour)

1st HONOURABLE MENTION
ELISABETH DANDAVINO 
Au bord du grand fleuve - (engraving)

1st PRIZE
LORI S. BURNETT
Mirror Image - (photography) 

Art Show
2017


